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TROLLPAPER

BUT WHY?
“Can you put a price on a good troll?
Yes, with Trollcoin!” -Serg
Trollcoin’s humble beginnings are rooted in
returning the glory to the long forgotten art
of trolling that it once was. Our motto, “Troll
with LOVE”, highlights the importance of
non-malicious trollage. Maliciousness is
uncouth and proper trolling is done
responsibly and in good humor. If this isn’t
your cup of tea, kindly slither off to mine
Hatecoin or Flamecoin. Or, join us on this
crypto rollercoaster, as we dive into the
exploration of the human psyche; analyzing
judgement, reaction, trust, and fear. It is
these human-crypto traits that influence
investor behavior and measures emotional
volatility within a cryptocurrency ecosystem.
To buffer these ridiculously unrealistic
absurdly delusional fears investors may have
towards Trollcoin, we have developed
FOMOShield® and InverseShillage®. These
tekhnologies allow the cryptocurrency
investor to comfortably acquire Trollcoin,
automatically keeping volume and price
relatively low. We cannot fully reveal this
secret sauce, but our logo may answer your
fiery questions.
Trollcoin is, for a lack of a better term, a
Gutter Gem: “a valuable thing laying in plain
sight, ignored by most due to an undesirable
exterior”, (urbandictionary.com, 2019). The
Trollcoin project is a study of how a
cryptocurrency that is branded and based in
trolling, can proliferate. Admit it, you’re quite
suspicious of our project. Questions that may
come to mind are: “Is this an actual
cryptocurrency?”, “Does the Trollcoin
blockchain even exist?” or “You just trollin’

bruh?” On the contrary, here at Trollcoin we
strive as an integrity driven decentralized
currency ecosystem. While this may sound
like a load of crap, Trollcoin has a track
record of stability and trustworthiness. In all
its gloriousness, Trollcoin hails as a third
generation hybrid: Proof of Work and Proof
of Stake consensus system.
For you
nocoiners out there, this means anyone and
everyone can mine Trollcoin and/or earn
Trollcoin by HODLing it in your wallet.
Whether one will mine or stake Trollcoin,
participating in the network secures and
powers the Trollcoin network towards
crushing omnipotence. To ensure the
corporate elite aren’t left out, Trollcoin is
fully and proudly ASIC only compliant
(although profitable pleb-friendly GPU
mining would be nice).

TROLLCOINBOT
“You think you want freedom, but you
don’t.” - Serg
Enter Trollcoinbot (TCB): A user friendly
multi-point interface serving social platforms
with centralized account management for a
seamless user experience. Over the years our
team has evaluated and used a variety of
cryptocurrencies with real world use case
and found that, for mainstream transition
into crypto to occur, a bridge between ease
of use and functionality must exist. This
Trollcoin bridge is a centrally managed
service layer encompassing Trollcoin
balance, transfer, and messaging. The
Trollcoinbot may provide that bridge, for the
otherwise unwilling late adopters or
laggards, to cross over into the crypto abyss
of personal freedom and communal
responsibility.

TCB’s main objectives are to:
1. Deliver a high security, cloud based,
cross-social-platform centralized
storage of Trollcoin.
2. Enable instant and zero fee
peer-to-peer transfer of Trollcoin on
all supported social platforms.
3. Offer a path of least resistance, for
crypto adopters, to utilize Trollcoin
and all other cryptocurrencies.
4. Foster mainstream Trollcoin
adoption through VIABLE UTILITY.
Cloud based wallets, though much less
secure than running a full node on your
computer (desktop wallet), offers superior
accessibility and convenience to the end
user. Trollcoinbot uses multiple, and boy do
we mean multiple, layers of security to keep
funds SAFUCert®, yet globally accessible
(see figure 2).

Figure 2. Trollcoin Ecosystem
Trollcoinbot’s goal is to expand integration
onto a variety of social platforms and is
currently utilized on Twitch and Twitter,
offering instant transfers between and
within both Twitch and Twitter service
points.

Taking the leap into cryptocurrency
ownership
is
something
early
crypto-adopters often take for granted.
Nocoiners are inundated with bad press on
cryptocurrencies resulting in adoption
resistance. Trollcoinbot is a gateway drug
into the cryptocurrency underworld that
fosters the adoption of Trollcoin and all
digital currencies. This pathway to adoption
begins at the TCB point of entry on the social
platform where the user has adopted it.
Trollcoinbot is fully functional, currently. We
don’t expect anyone to invest in the hopes of
seeing a viable use case tomorrow. Instead,
use and entertain with Trollcoin today on
multiple platforms. ANNNNND purchase
tangible goods on our up and coming super
duper centralized marketplace.

TCB UNDER THE HOOD
Let’s talk tekhnologi! Trollcoinbot is a
centralized cloud layer built on the Trollcoin
network functioning as a tipping, storage,
and value added service for popular social
and gaming platforms. TCB front end uses
SSL and back end servers utilize API
wrappers, among other security measures.
Security and user privacy is a top priority.
TCB authentication uses a Single Sign On
(SSO) system using your social platform
credentials for login and linking multiple
accounts. TCB’s modular and scalable
framework means minimal work is required
when adding support for additional
platforms. Aside from Twitch and Twitter,
Discord and Telegram Trollcoinbots are
currently being eyed.
Trollcoinbot features a web based Graphical
User Interface (GUI), accessible via
bot.trollcoin.com, that offers a unified
dashboard of account balances, detailed

transaction history including attached
payment messages, and on-chain deposits
and withdrawals between linked accounts,
such as Twitch and Twitter. Here users may
transfer Trollcoin between their separately
displayed Twitch and Twitter accounts and
send to and receive from Trollcoin wallets
and Trollcoin listed exchanges. The TCB pulls
Trollcoin price data hourly from exchanges
to give users a $TROLL/USD value reference
point throughout the TCB experience, such
as the !balance command on Twitch.

TCB ON TWITCH
Trollcoin is the ultimate donation medium on
Twitch with its colourful communities
entrenched in $Troll culture. Twitch was the
inspiration and remains a driving force of
Trollcoin’s
continued
development.
Functions of the Twitch Trollcoinbot include:
a !tip function: that allows a user to send
Trollcoin to any Twitch user and the !balance
function which displays a user’s Trollcoin
balance. Both functions display the
corresponding USD value as shown in figure
1.

Within the Twitch chat one would simply
type: (!tip) (@username) (amount) (message).
Twitch chat is the heart of every successful
channel and this is where the TCB lives.
Twitch chat users are familiar with
text-based commands and quick to pick up
on how TCB chat commands work.
Our goal is for Trollcoin to become a widely
adopted currency on Twitch to tip, reward,
barter, and simply gift Trollcoin out of the
kindness of one’s trollish heart. The
fundamental idea is to allow transfer of
Trollcoin, to and from, any Twitch user in any
TrollcoinBot enabled Twitch channel.
Broadcasters can distribute Trollcoin to
increase viewer retention while viewers
themselves may use it as a donation medium
to show support for their favorite
broadcasters or TrollCasters. TrollCasters
are members of Team Troll who have
installed the TCB with only a few keystrokes.
TCB is free to use for Twitch broadcasters
without restriction. Once a broadcaster has
added TrollcoinBot, they gain full access to
all the available features it has to offer.
Platform specific functions and features are
also possible, such as the previous
Twitch-Spotify integration.
Live streamed esports tournaments are a
prime example of the utilization of Trollcoin
via TrollcoinBot on Twitch. Several
tournament series utilize Trollcoin as a prize
pool payment method and it is expected to
grow. Payout to losers is a main tenet of
Trollcoin’s REKTech™ philosophy as we
follow the “No troll be left behind” doctrine.
Twitch streamers are often tipped as a form
of support for providing awesomeness in
streaming.

Figure 1. Tipping and Balance Functions

TCB ACCOUNT HISTORY
To better track your centralized Trollcoin
movements, Trollcoinbot features an
integrated transaction messaging system,
automatically saving messages that are
attached to the tip function. Complete user
history is accessible via users’ TrollcoinBot
Dashboard. Ideal for keeping track of tips,
payments, and Trollish behavior.

OFF-CHAIN METRICS
Our community tends to use Trollcoin over
trading. This is reflected in our low exchange
volume. This however does not seem to be
the case on our TCB platforms where tips
flow like buttered gutter rats. Our TCB
portal will feature a variety of volume
metrics such as tipping flow, store order
volume, and other useful information
offering an overview of how Trollcoin is
traded and used off-chain.

TCB on TWITTER
Tip absolutely anyone on twitter for their
trollish rhetoric. Trollcoin adds value to and
enriches communication on Twitter including
rewarding quality
'shitposting' and
non-malicious trolling content.

TCB on DISCORD &
TELEGRAM
TCB on Discord and Telegram is a planned
implementation and once online it will allow
the vibrant gaming & cryptocurrency
communities to freely transfer Trollcoin in
any TCB enabled Discord or Telegram
server. The use case on Discord has been
previously adopted and applied, illustrating a
demonstrated use case for a Discord TCB.

THE TROLL STORE
Trolls come from all backgrounds and
cultures and have many cool toys that may
be of value to you. The community centric
Troll Store platform utilizes Trollcoin to
exchange tangible goods and services on a
centralized storefront platform. Approved
merchants list items and services for sale
with TROLL/USD market price updating
hourly. Merchants are subject to verification
by store staff, ensuring quality products and
customer assurance. Users signed into TCB
may purchase items using their combined
Twitch and Twitter balances. No separate
account is needed, meaning you only need
your Twitch or Twitter account credentials
to shop. Trollcoin is then, upon shipping or
electronic delivery, automatically deducted
from a user’s balance and released to a
merchant. Merchant privileges may be
revoked upon non-delivery of customer
purchases.

TEAMTROLL NOTIFIER
Trollcoin is hiding in more places than you
think. The Twitch TeamTroll Notifier is an
extension that can be added to Firefox or
Chrome web browsers. This notifier is a small
Trollcoin symbol on the top right of your
Firefox or Chrome browser that, when
clicked, will display a dropdown list of
TrollTeam Twitch Trollcasters who are live.

TROLL MOUNTAIN
The official forum for Trollcoin enthusiasts is
at https://forum.trollcoin.com. At the forum
all is conversed. There are polls, bounties,
community outreach projects, tutorials, and
social blah.

TROLLCOIN SPECS
The Trollcoin Blockchain is based on code by
the
Bitcoin, NovaCoin, and Blackcoin
developers.
●
●
●

Ticker Symbol: TROLL
Max Supply: 900 million*
Minimum Fee: 0.0001 TROLL

*169 million TROLL have been taken out of
circulation as a result of the December 2015
chain swap and burn.

PROOF OF WORK
New Trollcoin are minted via Proof of Work,
also known as mining. This requires
hardware, electricity, and intellectual time
invested in configuration. All of which are
ingrained into the market value of Trollcoin.
●
●
●
●
●
●

PoW Algorithm: SCRYPT
7,777,777 Blocks of PoW
Block Time: 60 Seconds
Difficulty Retarget: 10 Blocks
Block Reward: see trollcoin.com
Maturity: 77 confirmations

PROOF OF STAKE
In addition to mining, Trollcoin are also
minted through Proof of Stake. Staking is
simply leaving your wallet continuously
connected to the Trollcoin network while
your balance earns periodic stake rewards.
This also contributes to securing and
processing transactions on the Trollcoin
network. Staking earns you a static 7 $troll
reward for each stake and its occurrence
depends upon your account balance and time
staking. The longer you stake, the more

frequent are your PoS rewards and the older
your coins grow during the staking period,
the more your stake weight grows. Stake
weight along with coin amount determines
your chance of winning a block reward
against everyone else staking. This incentive
creates HODL and is backed by our very own
developed SAFUCert®.
●
●
●

777 Block Confirmations for Stake
PoS Min: 1 hour to activate
PoS Reward: 7 $TROLL (static)

TRANSPARENCY
Trollcoin uses CryptoID’s blockchain
explorer platform: a comprehensive set of
tools the public can use to easily browse the
blockchain, view metrics, and view network
details. This level of transparency aligns with
Satoshi Nakamoto’s raw dog vision of hot
and juicy transparency. With a name like
Trollcoin, we have to overcompensate. If you
are more software inclined and interested in
how Trollcoin functions at the software level,
then dig through the open source repository
of Trollcoin on GitHub. It is public for anyone
to rid their Redunkolous® fears of malicious
features or functions in the Trollcoin
software.

EXCHANGES
If you are interested in dumping Trollcoin or
placing low-ball buy orders, then may we
direct you to one of the exchanges Trollcoin
is currently available on:
●
●
●

Crypto-Bridge.org
DigitalPrice.io
Novaexchange.com

BOARD of TROLLs
Karl “Serg” Wickman

Founder of the Holy Grail of Shitcoins
With an extensive and prestigious history of trolling,
Serg created Trollcoin with the dream of making it the
#1 tipped currency on Twitch.

Abdul “Captain FoMo aka The General” Sindi
Management Officer

He really doesn’t do much except for complain about
what we need to do.

Christian “IllegalAccount” Wildcard
Marketing Manager Shillmeister

Apparently, he runs the forum and helps us market stuff.

Notsofast
Advisor

We really don't want him here, but he just won't leave.
Offers good advice on occasion.

Spencer Lievens

Codebase Contractor
Trollcoin blockchain source code developer.

The Root User

TrollcoinBot Developer
We love this guy, seriously.

